A copy of CytometryML Data List With Relationships is below. The code in this paper has
recently been updated and is shown directly below and is followed by the original paper.

Revised Code Fragments of CytometryML Data List With
Relationships
Since standard RDF includes many URIs, which are often strings of considerable length, the structure of the code can
be obscured by the presence of these URIs. This problem was solved by the creation of the Compact URI or CURIE,
which is the abbreviation of Compact URI.18 A CURIE consists of a prefix, which as shown in the code snippet
below, can be declared as a standard XML namespace (xmlns) attribute. As with all xmlns prefix attributes, it is followed by a colon and a reference. As is shown below in line 1 of Code Fragment 1 , the prefix is tools. “The process
of evaluating (the path) involves replacing the CURIE with a concatenation of the value represented by the prefix and
the part after the colon,”18 the reference. As is shown in line 2, the reference is Compensation12Feb2011.xml. The
value of the URI is file:///ACS_Flow_Tools/12Feb2011/Compensation12Feb2011.xml.

Code Fragment 1
1

xmlns:tools="file:///ACS_Flow_Tools/12Feb2011/"

2 <instance:CURIE>tools:Compensation12Feb2011.xml</instance:CURIE>
There is a prohibition that states, “CURIEs and Safe_CURIEs MUST NOT be used as values for attributes or other
content that are specified to contain only URIs, IRIs, URI-references, IRI-references, etc.” 18 Since schemas, such as
those that comprise CytometryML contain multiple import elements and namespace attributes, that are in the form of
a URI and have a common path except for the last element, the removal of the above prohibition would remove much
of the clutter that is present in the beginnings of the CytometryML and other schemas, as well as the XML pages generated from them.

Code Fragment 2
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
1<toc:ToC_Item
xmlns:toc="http://www.cytometryml.org/ACS/toc_rcl"
xmlns:tools="file:///ACS_Flow_Tools/12Feb2011/"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.cytometryml.org/ACS/instance
instance.xsd">
2<toc:Most_Relevant_Data_File_Ref mimeType="application/vnd.isac.fcs"
id="File2">
3
4
5

<toc:Data_File_Anchor_Element href=
"file:///file02.fcs">file02.fcs</toc:Data_File_Anchor_Element>
<toc:Role>
<toc:Role_Std>Data_Of_Greatest_Interest</toc:Role_Std>
</toc:Role>

6
7

<toc:Role>
<toc:Role_Std>Data_Used_To_Classify</toc:Role_Std>

</toc:Role>
8
the

<toc:Additional_Info>This file has the data that will be seen by
person who analyzes the data</toc:Additional_Info>

</toc:Most_Relevant_Data_File_Ref>
Code Fragment 2 is the beginning part of a simplified example of an XML page based on the ToC_Item element of
the ToC schema, which can be imported into the Instance schema. The XML page example of this element includes
descriptions of two binary containing files and two XML based metadata files. Many of the values are those used in
Spidlen et al1. The CytometryML approach differs from Spidlen et al. by being a description that is limited to a single
Instance, which includes a ToC element that consists of an doubly linked list of ToC_Item elements. The order of this
list is based on starting with the element that contains the description of the binary data of greatest interest to the target user.
The XML code starts with the first part of Element 1, which is the ToC_Item mentioned above. The code ends with
the closure of Element 1. Element 1 starts with a list of XML namespace attributes (xmlns:) and their values, such as
one that permits elements to be imported from the ToC schema, xmlns:toc="http://www.Cytometryml.org/ACS/toc_rcl". The tools namespace is not that of a schema; instead as described in Code Fragment 1 , it is a CURIE prefix definition.
ToC:Most_Relevant_Data_File_Ref is the name of Element 2 of Code Fragment 2 . Element 2 includes the mimeType attribute of the first FCS Data File. The types of files included are documented by the value of the mimeType
attribute, which does not constrain their content, which in theory could be anything. However, the files content can be
constrained by employing elements based on data-types already present in the CytometryML schemas that specifically match individual file types. This description is continued in Elements 3-8. The URI of the most relevant binary
data containing file is provided as the value of the hypertext reference (href) in Element 3. This URI ends with the
file’s name. The number that ends the file name is sequentially incremented as the data in the file is processed. It
starts with 1 for the original raw data (Code Fragment 3, Element 10) and is incremented by 1 with each processing
step.Thus, the result of a process has a greater valued number (Element 3) than that of the original raw data (Code
Fragment 3 , Element 10). The data structure for Element 3 is based on an element in the XLink specification21. Activation of this hypertext reference opens the data file and similar links open the metadata files described in Code Fragment 4. Element 5 indicates that this file has the role of containing the binary data that was expected to be of greatest
interest to the user and Element 7 indicates that this data file also has the role of being used to classify the cells. The
addition of Role elements, which are based on the Role_Type in the ToC eliminates some of the need for relationships. Specifying a unique Role for a binary data containing file or XML page provides an implicit relationship
(description) of itself. For example, the Role, Data_Of_Greatest_Interest, means that the Data_File referenced by this
element is of greater interest than all of the other Data_Files. In order to permit Roles other than those enumerated in
the standard, a choice between toc:Role_Std_Type and xlink:roleType21 is permitted. Element 8 provides a place for
a free text input. The Role and Additional_Info elements are optional and have been included in this and the other
three file descriptions. An optional Signature element is also available but because of its size has not been included in
Code Fragment 2, and those that follow. The inclusion of either a classic URI or CURIE equivalent (Element 3) is
mandatory.

Code Fragment 3
9<toc:Data_File_W_Relationship_Ref mimeType="application/vnd.isac.fcs"
id="File1">
10

<toc:Data_File_Anchor_Element href="
file:///file01.fcs">file01.fcs</toc:Data_File_Anchor_Element>

11

<toc:Role>

12

<toc:Role_Std>Original_Data</toc:Role_Std>

13

</toc:Role>

14

<toc:Relationship

15

Subject="File1" Object="File2">

<toc:Predicate_Std>is ancestor of</toc:Predicate_Std>
<!--File1 is the ancestor of File2.-->
</toc:Relationship>

16

<toc:Relationship Subject="File2" Object="File1">

17

<toc:Predicate_Std>is child of</toc:Predicate_Std>
<!-- File2 is the child of File 1 -->
</toc:Relationship>

18

<toc:Additional_Info>This file contains the data collected by the
flow cytometer. The cells were stained with Mouse B6.Cg 1234;

PB,
C4,

CD8, CD16/CD32</toc:Additional_Info>

</toc:Data_File_W_Relationship_Ref>
Code Fragment 3 describes a second binary data containing file (Element 10), which is also an FCS file and is
described in Elements 9-18. The reason for the inclusion of this Data_File_W_Relationship_Ref (Element 9) is that
it’s Role (Element 12) is being the original raw data that was obtained by the instrument. The number that ends the
file name is lower since Most_Relevant_Data_File_Ref, which is described in elements 2-8, is a child (Element 17)
of the Data_File_W_Relationship (Elements 9-18). Since this description (Data_File_W_Relationship_Ref) is of a
file that is associated with another file two optional Relationship descriptions, elements 14 and 16, have been added.
This addition permits a RDF type relationship between the Data_File_W_Relationship and the
Most_Relevant_Data_File. It differs by being based on an element, which is derived from a complexType instead of
being an attribute, which is based on a simple Type. The Relationship_Type complexType is based on the unambiguous structure of a simple sentence. This complexType consists of two attributes, Subject and Object, as well as one
element Predicate. As is the case for the Role element there is a choice of the enumeration in Predicate_Std_Type or
user defined values in Predicate_Other_Type. In the case of Element 14, the Subject is “File1” the Predicate (Element
15) is “is ancestor of“ and the Object is “File2”. This unambiguously states that File1 is the is ancestor of File2. File1
and File2 of Element 14 are both attributes of the IDREF type, which reference uniquely valued attributes of the ID
type, File1 (Element 9)and File2 (Element 2). A second relationship is shown in Element 16. In this case the Subject
is “File2”; the Predicate (Element 17) is “is child of” and the Object is “File1”. These two relationships illustrate that
this simple sentence format permits relationships between two elements that can be in both directions and that it is
possible to have multiple relationships in a Data_File_W_Relationship_Ref. This is a significant difference from the
unidirectionality and limitation to one relationship and one direction in RDF. The combination of the two predicates
“is ancestor of“ and “is child of” creates a doubly linked-list data structure, which can serve as the conceptual basis
for other schemas that describe staining or specimen preparation.

Code Fragment 4
19<toc:Metadata_File_W_Relationship_Ref mimeType="text/xml"
id="Compensation">
20 <toc:CURIE>tools:Compensation12Dec2010.xml</toc:CURIE>
21 <toc:Relationship Subject="Compensation" Object="File2">
22

<toc:Predicate_Std> is compensation-description of
</toc:Predicate_Std>

<!--Compensation is the compensation_description of File2-->
</toc:Relationship>
23 <toc:Additional_Info>Includes compensation matrix
</toc:Additional_Info>
</toc:Metadata_File_W_Relationship_Ref>
24<toc:Metadata_File_W_Relationship_Ref mimeType="text/xml"
id="Classification">
25
26
27

<toc:CURIE>tools:Classification.xml</toc:CURIE>
<toc:Relationship Subject="Classification" Object="File1">
<toc:Predicate_Std>is classification-description of
</toc:Predicate_Std>
</toc:Relationship>

28

<toc:Additional_Info>Includes classification algorithm

29

</toc:Additional_Info>
</toc:Metadata_File_W_Relationship_Ref>

</toc:ToC_Item>
In the subsequent Relationships, shown in the two Associated_Metadata_Files, The value of the mimeType attribute
(Elements 19 and 24) for both files is text/xml. The URIs for both metadata files are expressed as CURIEs (Elements
20 and 25).The values of the Subject attribute (Elements 21 and 26) are respectively Compensation and Classification. The values for the Object attribute are respectively File2 and File1 and the values of the Predicates are respectively “is compensation-description of “ (Element 22) and “is classification-description of “ (Element 27).
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ABSTRACT
CytometryML is an XML schema based translation, extension and amalgamation of the DICOM and ISAC standards.
CytometryML consists of 4 major XML schemas: Series, Instance, Instrument, and Specimen; it also includes Image and
List-Mode schemas. Series metadata, which is specific for an entire collection of images and/or list-mode files produced
by a single instrument and derived from a single specimen, is stored together with associated metadata files in a container
(ZIP) file. Each Instance container file includes binary image and/or list-mode files together with associated metadata
files that are specific for a single or closely related group of instrument runs from a single specimen. The Archival Cytometry Standard (ACS) proposed Table of Contents schema including its Resource Description Framework (RDF) capabilities has been extended and modified for use in the Instance schema.
Keywords: CytometryML, Standard, Cytometry, DICOM, FCS, Instance, Series, Schema, XML, RDF

1. INTRODUCTION
The International Society for Advancement of Cytometry (ISAC) Data Standards Task Force (DSTF) is now finishing
work on “the Archival Cytometry Standard (ACS), which has been developed to bundle data with different components
that describe cytometry experiments”1. The ACS captures relations among data and other components and includes support for audit trails, versioning and digital signatures. The ACS already includes Gating-ML2, which describes gating and
color compensation. The ISAC ACS container ZIP file archives the binary data and associated metadata files obtained
from one or more cytometry data acquisitions of list-mode, image or similar data.
The ACS file includes an XML-based Table of Contents, which specifies file locations and relations among files in the
ACS container File. Many of these files include an XML Signature, which is a W3C Recommendation3,which has been
adopted by the DSTF to allow for digital signatures of data and other components within the ACS container1. The present
design1 of the ACS Table of Contents (ToC) schema includes some of the functionality of the Resource Description
Framework (RDF)4,5 to document relationships.
Although the data in this archive will be of great use to many scientists, the archival format is not of direct use for the final
user of clinical, routine biological and environmental measurements or applications. Transfer of a single ACS container,
which can include multiple large list-mode or image files, can be slow (particularly if the Internet is involved) and provide
a significant load on the data-server(s) or picture archiving and communication system (PACS). The group of measurements in the container file is analogous to the sum of the contents of a DICOM Series together with the Instance files of
that Series.
The ISAC DSTF ToC files1 employ a tree structure (Figure 1) with root element at the apex (ToC). which contains a
sequence of elements based on a file element. An ACS Table of Contents file element starts with an attribute that specifies
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the URI of a file and includes one associated element. This associated element includes two required attributes: one references the target of the association as a URI and the second attribute describes the type of the relationship. The relationship
is that of the target of the association with the file first specified in the file element. Since both the target of the association
and its relationship are attributes and only zero or one value of an attribute is permitted in XML schema, this file element
can only describe one relationship.
There is a question as to which files should be the Associated_Files. They could be either the metadata files or the binary
data containing files. In principle, each one of these Associated_Files could have its own Associated_Files. This can
result in a complex tree of trees structure that contains multiple relationships between file descriptions located above or
below a file description. In the ISAC model, since this connection is unidirectional between the file and its associated file,
it would be possible to have the converse where the connection is between the associated file and the file.

ACS ToC

1

2

3

N

All
binary data
& metadata
and/or
data Refs

All
binary data
& metadata
and/or
data Refs

All
binary data
& metadata
and/or
data Refs

All
binary data
& metadata
and/or
data Refs

Figure 1, Structure of an ISAC Archival Cytometry Standard (ACS) table of contents. One or more XML ToC files is
located at the apex of the ACS ZIP file. In this case, N ToC files are shown. The triangles represent references to trees
of file descriptions. Each of these file description trees can consist of multiple file description trees.

As previously described6, the Instance and Series schemas are based on the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) information object definitions (IODs)7. The Instance and Series schemas now import elements from a
new Table of Contents (ToC) schema, which is to some extent based on the ACS ToC schema1. This paper will describe
the new ToC schema, which is imported into new elements that have been added to the Instance and Series schemas. This
description of the ToC element in the Instance schema is in the form of an XML page that was generated from the
Instance schema. The ToC of an Instance schema can either be, as shown below, a separate XML page or be included in
an Instance XML page. XML pages generated from the Instance and/or the Series schema can provide data for an XML
equivalent of a DICOM structured report8,9,10 that includes a description of pathology and/or cytometry data. A prelimi-
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nary ToC element that is appropriate for a DICOM Series has been implemented, but will not be described in detail in this
paper.
The use of the DICOM Series and Instance objects significantly simplifies this design by limiting the information in an
Instance file container to that contained in one measurement or a closely related group of measurements. The elements
located within a Series file container describe information that is relevant to all the Instances; whereas, an element located
within an Instance XML page is specific for that Instance. Figure 2 is an extension of a previously described model6. This
separation into Series and Instances limits the number of trees in any container. A Series file does not contain any binary
data. In many cases, the binary data files in an Instance container file can be limited to one measurement, its controls, and
processed files.

Binary
Data
Instance
Header & ToC
Protocol
Metadata that
describes the
binary data files
in the container
Binary
Data

Binary
Data

Figure 2 Diagram showing the
placement of binary data and metadata into the Instance and Series
containers. The Instance_Data_Type
(left) and Series_Data_Type (right)
and their corresponding elements
each contain Header Information, a
table of contents (ToC), and a
description of the Protocol that contains the metadata necessary to analyse the data and eventually to repeat
the measurement.

Metadata

Specific for
an instance

All
instances

Series
Header & ToC
Protocol
Common metadata
that describes all of
the binary data files
in the Instance
containers

Instrument
Specimen
Prep.

Each of the Instance container files includes a binary data containing file (top element) that is deemed to be of greatest
interest to the end user. An Instance container file normally would include other binary data containing and metadata files.
For example, in the case of clinical data, the top element would be the binary Data_File that was or will be used for performing the diagnosis and the Associated_Data_File could be the one that was originally produced by the instrument. In
the case of research data, the top element could be the original Data_File or the file produced by compensation of the original Data_File. Each of the multiple Instance file containers can include associated binary or metadata files and their relationships. For example, the relationships could document the paths of the processing steps going back from the top
element diagnostic file to the binary file that was initially produced by the cytometer.
As is shown in Figure 2 for the Series, some of the protocol information, files that contain information that is relevant to
all Instance files, such as the description of the fixed components of the Instrument and all or parts of the Specimen Preparation can be resident in files that are not located in the Series container ZIP files. These separate files can be used by
multiple series of measurements. In fact, the nominative versions of the Instrument file, which describes the fixed components of the instrument, and the Specimen preparation files could be maintained by the manufacturer and reside on the
manufacturer’s web site. No matter where these files are located, version information for them must be accessible.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Much of the information and data-types present in the XML schemas and subsequently XML pages were prepared by
domain experts, since the design including the element content and documentation was reused from Digital Imaging and
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Communications in Medicine (DICOM)7,8,11,12 standard (http://medical.nema.org/) or Flow Cytometry Standard, FCS3.1
(http://www.isac-net.org/images/stories/documents/Standards/fcs3.1_normativespecification_20090813.pdf). New datatypes were created and data-types from other CytometryML schemas13 were reused.
Because the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)7 standard (http://medical.nema.org/) is a FDA
Class II device14, the safety of the software developed as part of a standard should be maximized. A strong effort was
made to: maximize readability, facilitate finding the sources of elements by adherence to naming conventions, modularize
the code, minimize coupling between major schemas, maximize cohesion of individual schemas, and reuse of existing
CytometryML6,15,16 XML schemas.
The syntax of the XML Schema Definition Language (XSDL) structures (http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema11-1/) and
data-types (XSD) (http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema11-2/) were helpful in this attempt to produce safe code. In the
future, XSDL version 1.1 also includes assertions, which provide extra checks on the correctness of the code. The requirement of readability should satisfy the requirement that a “Detailed semantic shall be provided to prevent potential misinterpretations and misusages of the standard”, which has been included in a requirement of the ISAC Advanced Cytometry
Standard (ACS) for a data file standard17and many of the other requirements are met for a data file standard or facilitated
by the use of XSDL, and the structure of CytometryML. The absence of methods (functions and procedures) greatly simplified the process; however, it does not permit the CytometryML schemas to be the complete basis of any web page or
other entity that is more than a passive document.
The XSDL schemas were validated by oXygen (http://www.oxygenxml.com/) and XMLSpy (http://www.altova.com/).
Many of the schemas have also been tested with XSDL 1.1 with the Saxon-EE 9.2.0.3 parser. A new XML page was subsequently produced from each of the main schemas and then filled with reasonable values and validated against its
schema.

3. RESULTS
A Table of Contents element has been added to the ToC, Series and Instance schemas and prototyped for the ISAC standard ACS Container file. Effectively, the ACS Container file design has been simplified by following the DICOM design,
which divides the content of the ACS container into a Series and Instances hierarchy.
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Figure 3, CytometryML
Design of ToC elements.
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figure (A), the Series ToC
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files. As shown in the
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figure (B) and described
below, an Instance ToC is
a significantly more complex structure. Both binary
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associated with another
file.
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There has been considerable interest and work on the creation of Semantic Webs of data (http://www.w3.org/standards/
semantic web/). According to World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), “The Semantic Web is a Web of data — of dates and
titles and part numbers and chemical properties and any other data one might conceive of. The Resource Description
Framework (RDF) (http://www.w3.org/RDF/) provides the foundation for publishing and linking your data.” RDF is a
way of documenting the relationships between objects. These objects can be represented by URIs. Most embodiments of
RDF technology employ schemas that are different and often incompatible with the XML Schema Definition Language
(XSDL), which is the basis of CytometryML and the ACS schemas. A very useful way to employ the equivalent of RDF
in XHTML web pages is to use a special set of attributes. However, it would be useful to describe relationships employing
RDF in standard XML schemas. The ToC schema of CytometryML includes a construct to describe relationships between
file references. This construct is a Relationship element. The description of Relationship_Type is changed from the standard attribute of RDFa to an element. Since an attribute in a schema can only generate or validate one attribute value pair
in an XML page, the change to an element, which can generate or validate unlimited element value pairs now permits
more than one relationship between entities.
Since standard RDF includes many URIs, which are often strings of considerable length, the structure of the code can be
obscured by the presence of these URIs. This problem was solved by the creation of the Compact URI or CURIE, which
is the abbreviation of Compact URI.18 A CURIE consists of a prefix, which as shown in the code snippet below, can be
declared as a standard XML namespace (xmlns) attribute. As with all xmlns prefix attributes, it is followed by a colon and
a reference. As is shown below in line 1 of Code Fragment 1 , the prefix is tools. “The process of evaluating (the path)
involves replacing the CURIE with a concatenation of the value represented by the prefix and the part after the colon,”18
the reference. As is shown in line 2, the reference is Compensation12Dec2010.xml. The value of the URI is file:///
ACS_Flow_Tools/12Dec2010/Compensation12Dec2010.xml.

Code Fragment 1
1.

xmlns:tools="file:///ACS_Flow_Tools/12Dec2010/"

2. <instance:CURIE>tools:Compensation12Dec2010.xml</instance:CURIE>
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There is a prohibition that states, “CURIEs and Safe_CURIEs MUST NOT be used as values for attributes or other content that are specified to contain only URIs, IRIs, URI-references, IRI-references, etc.” 18 Since schemas, such as those
that comprise CytometryML contain multiple import elements and namespace attributes, that are in the form of a URI and
have a common path except for the last element, the removal of the above prohibition would remove much of the clutter
that is present in the beginnings of the CytometryML and other schemas as well as the XML pages generated from them.

Code Fragment 2
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
1<instance:Data_File_With_Associations
xmlns:mime="http://www.Cytometryml.org/ACS/mime"
xmlns:strings="http://www.Cytometryml.org/ACS/strings"
xmlns:curies="http://www.Cytometryml.org/ACS/curies"
xmlns:instance="http://www.Cytometryml.org/ACS/instance"
xmlns:sig="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"
xmlns:toc="http://www.Cytometryml.org/ACS/toc_rcl"
xmlns:tools="file:///ACS_Flow_Tools/12Dec2010/"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.Cytometryml.org/ACS/instance
instance.xsd">
2

<instance:Data_File_Ref toc:mimeType="application/vnd.isac.fcs">

3

<toc:Data_File_URI>file:///file02.fcs</toc:Data_File_URI>

4

<toc:Role>Data_Of_Greatest_Interest</toc:Role>

5

<toc:Role>Data_Used_To_Classify</toc:Role>

6

<toc:Additional_Info>This file has the data that will be seen by
the person Who analyzes the data</toc:Additional_Info>
</instance:Data_File_Ref>

Code Fragment 2 is the beginning part of a simplified example of an XML page based on the
Data_File_With_Associations element of the Instance schema. The XML page example of this element includes descriptions of two binary containing files and two XML based metadata files. Many of the values are those used in Spidlen et
al1. The CytometryML approach differs from Spidlen et al. by being a description that is limited to a single Instance,
which includes a ToC element that consists of an array of Data_File_With_Associations elements. The order of this array
is based on starting with the element that contains the description of the binary data of greatest interest to the target user.
Instance:Data_File_With_Associations is the name of Element 1 of Code Fragment 2 . Element 1 starts with a list of
XML namespace attributes (xmlns:) and their values, such as one that permits elements to be imported from the ToC
schema, xmlns:toc="http://www.Cytometryml.org/ACS/toc_rcl". The tools namespace is not
that of a schema; instead as described in Code Fragment 1 , it is a CURIE prefix definition.
Element 2 includes the mimeType attribute of the first FCS Data File. The types of files included are documented by the
value of the mimeType attribute, which does not constrain their content, which in theory could be anything. However, the
files content can be constrained by employing elements based on data-types already present in the CytometryML schemas
that specifically match individual file types. This description is continued in Elements 3-6. The URI of the most relevant
binary data containing file is provided in Element 3. This URI ends with the file’s name. The number that ends the file
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name is sequentially incremented as the data in the file is processed. It starts with 1 for the original raw data (Code Fragment 3, Element 8) and is incremented by 1 with each processing step.Thus, the result of a process has a greater valued
number (Element 3) than that of the original raw data (Code Fragment 3 , Element 8). Element 4 indicates that this file has
the role of containing the binary data that was expected to be of greatest interest to the user and Element 5 indicates that
this data file also has the role of being used to classify the cells. The addition of Role elements, which are based on the
Role_Type in the ToC eliminates some of the need for relationships. Specifying a unique Role for a binary data containing file or XML page provides an implicit Relationship. For example, the Role, Data_Of_Greatest_Interest, means that
the Data_File referenced by this element is of greater interest than all of the other Data_Files. Element 6 provides a place
for a free text input. The Role and Additional_Info elements are optional and have been included in this and the other
three file descriptions. An optional Signature element is also available but because of its size has not been included in
Code Fragment 2, and those that follow. The inclusion of either a classic URI or CURIE equivalent (Element 3) is mandatory.

Code Fragment 3
7

<instance:Associated_Data_File_Ref
mimeType="application/vnd.isac.fcs">

8

<instance:Data_File_URI>file:///file01.fcs</instance:Data_File_URI>

9

<instance:Role>Original_Data</instance:Role>

10

<instance:Relationship
toc:Direction="Source=Data_Target=Associated">

11

<toc:Relationship_ACS>child</toc:Relationship_ACS>
</instance:Relationship>

12 <instance:Relationship toc:Direction="Source=Associated_Target=Data">
13
14

<toc:Relationship_ACS>ancestor</toc:Relationship_ACS>
</instance:Relationship>

15 <instance:Additional_Info>This file contains the data
collected by the flow cytometer. The cells were stained
with Mouse B6.Cg 1234; PB, C4, CD8, CD16/CD32
</instance:Additional_Info>
</instance:Associated_Data_File_Ref>
Code Fragment 3 describes a second binary data containing file (Element 7), which is also an FCS file and is described in
Elements 8-15. The reason for the inclusion of this Associated_Data_File_Ref (Element 7) is that it’s Role (Element 9) is
being the original raw data that was obtained by the instrument. The number that ends the file name is lower since
Data_File_Ref, which is described in elements 2-6, is a child (Element 11) of the Associated_Data_File (Elements 7-15).
Since this description (Associated_Data_File_Ref) is of a file that is associated with another file two optional Relationship descriptions, elements 10 and 12, have been added. This addition permits a RDF type relationship between the
Associated_Data_File and the Most_Relevant_Data_File. It differs by being based on an element, which is derived from a
complexType. Previous relationship descriptions are in the form of attributes, which are based upon simpleTypes. The
Relationship_Type complexType contains a Direction attribute. In the case of Element 10, the Direction is
Source=Data_Target=Associated and the value is child. This unambiguously states that Data_File is the child of the second binary data containing file. A second relationship is shown in Elements 12 and 13. In this case the Direction is
Source=Associated_Target=Data and the value is ancestor. This bidirectional ability and that of having multiple relationships is a significant difference from the unidirectionality and limitation to one relationship and one direction in RDF.

Code Fragment 4
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16 <instance:Associated_Metadata_File_Ref mimeType="text/xml">
17

<instance:CURIE>tools:Compensation12Dec2010.xml</instance:CURIE>

18

<instance:Relationship
toc:Direction="Source=Associated_Target=Data">

19

<toc:Relationship_ACS>compensation_description
</toc:Relationship_ACS>
</instance:Relationship>

20

<instance:Additional_Info>Includes compensation matrix
</instance:Additional_Info>
</instance:Associated_Metadata_File_Ref>

21 <instance:Associated_Metadata_File_Ref mimeType="text/xml">
22

<instance:CURIE>tools:Classification.xml</instance:CURIE>

23
<instance:Relationship
toc:Direction="Source=Associated_Target=Data">
24

<toc:Relationship_ACS>classification_description

</toc:Relationship_ACS>
</instance:Relationship>
25

<instance:Additional_Info>Includes classification algorithm
</instance:Additional_Info>
</instance:Associated_Metadata_File_Ref>

</instance:Data_File_With_Associations>
In the subsequent Relationships, shown in the two Associated_Metadata_Files, the value of the Direction attribute (Elements 18 and 23) is Source=Associated_Target=Data and the values of the Relationships are respectively
compensation_description (Element 19) and classification_description (Element 24). The ACS suffix indicate that the
Relationship values were specified in the standard. Relationships that are not part of the standard would have Other as the
suffix. The value of the mimeType attribute (Elements 16 and 21) for both files is text/xml. The URIs for both metadata
files are expressed as CURIEs.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The ACS design for a Table of Contents (ToC) has been extended and modified in CytometryML to an XML schema
datatype that is appropriate for the DICOM Instance data structure. The ToC has also been extended to include a Role element and Relationship elements based on an extended Relationship_Type that includes a Direction attribute, which disambiguates the RDF expression, and also permits multiple relationships with different directions between two files. This
combination of Role and enhanced Relationship types should provide a much richer vocabulary to describe objects and
their relations than present RDF. The CytometryML design and that of Spidlen et al.1 have the advantage that since they
have been created in XSDL, they can be easily imported into other XSDL schemas. The separation of the descriptions of
and data from cytometry measurements into a Series, which primarily contains metadata that is applicable to multiple
Instances, each of which contains a limited set of binary data, will decrease the amount of data transmitted. This decrease
will, as experienced with DICOM, provide improved response times and lower costs.
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In this work, the reuse of an ACS construct in a DICOM based data structure has been demonstrated, which is an extension of previous reuse of DICOM data structures in CytometryML. This leads to the conclusion that the ACS and CytometryML should both reuse DICOM and DICOM should reuse ACS and CytometryML. These standards should be
harmonized at the datatype semantics level. The harmonization of these standards and similar work on harmonizing other
medical standards and translating them into XML13,19,20 will significantly assist in meeting Executive Office of the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology’s goal21 of “capability for universal data exchange.” Since
DICOM usually is tested by being implemented in a compiled language, the creation of XML schemas and pages presents
an opportunity for early, but partial testing of a DICOM design.
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